
Table Runner Class

Please join me in making this paper pieced Prism Table Runner by Judy Niemeyer.  Her paper

piecing patterns are wonderfully designed and easy to complete.  The kit cost is $59.99 and

includes pattern and fabric to make one 22X65 inch table runner.

I have made 3 kits to choose from, Fall, Winter and Dusty Rose colorways.  Please choose them

by name.

We here at Threads Run Thru It will have your fabric and papers cut for finishing this table

runner in one day.  If you have never paper pieced it may take more than one day to finish this

project but you will understand the process to complete it at home.

Supply List

(I will be bringing items on this list to purchase if you don’t already have them at home.)

Working sewing machine and its directions. You may realize that you don’t know everything

about your machine and need some help). Please don’t forget the foot and power cord. If you

have an extension table, please bring it. Machines will be provided by Chestnut Ridge Sewing

Small iron, small scissors, 25mm rotary cutter with extra blades, seam ripper, ¼ inch foot and

open toe foot. 12 or 18 inch add a quarter ruler. (I like to have both available), scotch tape,

repositionable glue, fold template, flower pins, purple thang, size 70 sewing needles, high

quality cotton thread.

Items I will have for purchase if you’re not sure you have the correct items.

Rotary cutters and blades, template sheets, purple thang, small scissors, repositionable glue,
fabric glue, paper glue, 70 needles, extra paper piecing papers for this project, add a quarter
rulers (12 and 18”) appropriate thread for color ways, flower pins, small irons and extra kits
(there will be plenty if your unsure of the proper product to bring).

I will also bring extra fabric for all colorways just in case we have an oops.




